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Thermal Transfer Heat Shrink Tubing 
and Label Printer 

The Heat Shrink Tubing Printer can fulfil your expectations. Unlimited in 
its applications range, easy to handle, solid in construction, global in the 
use of interfaces. The printer includes all these advantages. Furthermore 
it features an attractive design, requires very small space and offers       
interesting options like printing heat shrinkable 
tubing for cable & wire identification 8

Features 
1. Print resolution 300 / 600 dpi 
2. Print speed from 30 to 125 mm/s 
3. Heat shrink tube range 3.5—110 mm 
4. Operating temperature +5°C to +40°C 
5. Solid design, precision axles 
6. Constant load bearing 
7. Enlarged temperature application range 
8. High power motor 

Stand-alone operation 
The layout of the markers is created either with the label software or 
directly on the PC. Label formats, fonts and graphic data, serial date 
and data base contents are saved on the CF memory card or on the 
internal IFFS printer memory. Only the variable data is sent to the 
printer via keyboard or host computer before being printed out. 
 
Control 
The print data is automatically printed centric. To reduce the waste 
after loading labels or prefabricated heat shrink tubing the material 
located between gap sensor and print head can be labelled as well by 
designating the material gap.  

Print head properties 

Material properties 
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Big graphic display 

Ribbon retainer 

Only one tool for all 
maintenance tasks 

Easy adjustment 

Material guide 

Peripheral connection 

Solid durable casing 

Roll holder 
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Cable & Wire 
Identification 

Accessories 
 
Cutter 
The cutter is used to cut labels, 
cardboards, textiles or heat shrink 
tubing either in multiple cuts or at 
the end of a print job. 
 
 
 
Perforation cutter 
The perforation besides cutting is 
used to perforate materials.  




